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Editorial

They Have Murder on Their Minds
The horrific crash of an airplane carrying the
Polish President and a large part of his government, on April 10, underscores the warning that
Lyndon LaRouche and this magazine have been
putting out over the last weeks: The British, in a
desperately bankrupt condition, and hysterical
about holding on to global power, are going for
broke, including the potential assassination of
President Barack Obama.
“This event is not an isolated event,” LaRouche
said. “When a Polish pilot, a military pilot, entrusted with the Presidential government, overrides an order, a warning given on Russian territory, for a Russian landing, on weather conditions,
and proceeds, and gets everybody killed, you have
to think.”
“This is part of the . . . environment of the death
threat, to President Obama. You’re in a situation,
where the nearest comparison, to the present situation, internationally, is the assassination of President Kennedy. . . . When you’re going to assassinate the President of the United States, you run a
number of operations, which create an atmosphere
of instability, a dynamic, which enables you to at
least have a fighting chance of covering up who
did what to whom.
“We had the same thing with 9/11, at the beginning of 2001. I warned that we had to expect an
attack, a terrorist attack on the United States. We
continued through that; that warning stood. All the
evidence was there. We had a big flurry of diversionary business. . . .
“This is a warning of a threat to the President
of the United States. You have a President who is
absolutely worse than useless. He has just put
through this health-care plan, which is what he
was assigned to do. He has completed his mission,
as President! And the British who employed him
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for this mission, are about to get rid of him, in
order to create a situation for imposing an actual
dictatorship in the United States, by disposing of a
President, who has already given up all of his political usefulness! In which key members of his
government, including Rahm Emanuel and others,
are trying to quit the government, because it’s a
disaster area. . . .
“You’re in that kind of period. The entire financial system of the world is collapsing, disintegrating. It’s hopeless. The present world situation
is absolutely hopeless. Now, they couldn’t solve
it, but we have to solve it. . . .”
In the wake of the Polish tragedy, the environment portending other violence has only increased. Most notable is the upsurge of threats,
both legal and potentially physical, against Pope
Benedict XVI. The hand of the British oligarchy,
itself notorious for pederasty, behind this campaign against the Catholic Church is out in the
open. As LaRouche has identified, the Monarchy,
with its commitment to world depopulation, is fanatically committed to destroying one of the chief
obstacles to its aims, the Roman Catholic
Church.
The other major obstacle to the British, of
course, is the Constitutional tradition of the United
States, now rendered virtually impotent by the
British puppet Obama in the White House, but still
threatening to Britain’s ultimate objective of eliminating the world’s premier republican nationstate. To accomplish this, the British are considering the assassination of the now largely useless
President Obama, as a means of throwing the
United States into chaos, and establishing a dictatorship.
Can the British be stopped? That, dear reader,
has everything to do with the way you think.
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